CHASE WALL ELEVATION

CHASE WALL HEIGHT
14'-0" [168.000"

CHASE WALL LENGTH
4'-0" [48.000"

POST CL TYP
WALL TERMINATION DISTANCE VARIES (49.500" MAX)

CEILING HEIGHT

FINISHED FLOOR

DW-POST CAP WITH DW-POST BEHIND TYP

DW-HEAD TRACK FASCIA TRIM TYP

DW-HEA D TRACK SLOTTED 12" OC TO CONNECT WITH CEILING GRID

DW-PANEL BOTTOM J-TRIM TYP

DW-HEAD TRACK SLOTTED 12" OC TO CONNECT WITH CEILING GRID

WALL TERMINATION DISTANCE VARIES (49.500" MAX)

4'-0" [48.000"
POST CL TYP

CHASE WALL LENGTH

WALL TERMINATION DISTANCE VARIES (49.500" MAX)